Survey Research Methods Section (SRMS) Annual Business Meeting at JSM
August 1, 2018, 6-8pm
Fairmount Hotel, Mackenzie Room, Vancouver

1. Introductions – Karol Krotki
   a) Newly elected SRMS Officers
      i) Chair-Elect 2019: Morgan Earp
      ii) Program Chair-Elect 2019: Yang Cheng
      iii) Treasurer 2019-2020: Darcy Steeg Morris
      iv) Publications Officer 2019-2020: Steven Pedlow
      v) Council of Sections Representative 2019-2021: Julia Soulakova
      vi) Education Officer 2019-2020: James Wagner
   b) Invitation to all to volunteers to run for open positions in 2019
      i) Give your name to Morgan.

2. AAPOR recruitment – Kristen Olson
   a) AAPOR put out a call to all SRMS membership to consider joining AAPOR. There is a great deal of overlap between the two organizations in terms of objectives, areas of interest, and membership.

3. Treasurer’s Report – Steven Pedlow
   a) We are in good financial shape. We have spent down some of our “surplus” and now our net bank balance is more in line with ASA guidelines.
   b) See Steven’s report and his summary from previous yeas (Email 7/30/18)

4. Awards – Steven Pedlow and Young Chun
   a) Student Travel Awards – Steven Pedlow
      i) Jonathan Mendelson, JPSM at the University of Maryland
      ii) Felicitas Mittereder, ISR at the University of Michigan
      iii) Giovanni Nattino, The Ohio State University, and
      iv) Crystal Shaw, UCLA Biostatistics
      These students received $825 each, which includes $800 for travel expenses at JSM in Vancouver, as well as their student membership in ASA (student membership in SRMS is free).
   b) Student Paper Awards – Young Chun
      i) Best Student Papers Awarded by the ASA Consortium of GSS/SSS/SRMS
         Organizer(s): Asaph Young Chun, US Census Bureau
         (1) A Classical Regression Framework for Mediation Analysis with Applications to Behavioral Science — Christina Saunders
         (3) Practical Bayesian Inference for Record Linkage — Brendan McVeigh, Carnegie Mellon
University; Jared S Murray, University of Texas at Austin

(4) Constructing Independent Evidence from Regression and Instrumental Variables with an Application to the Effect of Violent Conflict on Altruism and Risk Preference — Bikram Karmakar, University of Pennsylvania; Dylan Small, University of Pennsylvania

(5) Bayesian Model-Assisted Estimation for Functional Data in Survey Sampling — Luis Fernando Campos, Harvard University

c) Poster Award Winners (7) – Young Chun
   i) SPEED: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VGoJjAUyE6lh_bdnE80dIonr7OROPVnZBt7gCm5Zjf/edit
   ii) Traditional: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1EOW_Kqstzpc19KF_6yrjFmKgrVwbppdeK9nDX57TNc/edit

d) Poster Judges’ Certificates of Appreciation – Young Chun

5. New ASA Fellows who are SRMS members
   a) Michael Davern, NORC
   b) Donsig Jang, NORC
   c) Kristen Olson, University of Nebraska
   d) Richard Sigman
   e) Zhigiang Tan, Rutgers University

6. Education Officer update – Rebecca Andridge
   a) One course offered at JSM2018.

7. COS Representatives update – Julia Soulakova and Jamie Ridenhour

8. JSM 2019 – Stas Kolenikov and Young Chun
   a) 2019 JSM: Denver,
   b) Invited session proposals Number of invited & topic contributed sessions allocated to SRMS

9. Upcoming conferences – Stas Kolenikov BigSurv18

10. Shelton Jones Legacy Scholarship – Jill Dever